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NAB Mobile App. Small Business Tools

 Example empathy map artifact

Background
National Australia Bank enable many of their teams to research and
develop initiatives with the intent of discovering opportunities for
better customer experiences. I lead a research and design project to
develop tools for small business customers.
These tools covered aspects of business management such as pay-roll
(paying wages from with in the NAB app) cash flow and cash position
(checking your business income history and projections, in app) and
invoice & payment rationalisation (marrying up transaction data to
client invoice/payments as well as supplies to be paid), all enabled by
and leveraging third party accounting package integrations such as
Xero, MYOB and others, as well as open banking data.
Objective

 Example user flow which
demonstrates a range of paths the
user might take to the app feature

Through interviews and testing of our prototypes we sought to find
insights to help NAB direct their efforts in to which initiatives would
best help their customers.
Hypotheses, tests & outcomes
Starting with known attitudes of small business owners and
customers (from ours as well as prior research) we focused tests on
the cash position, history and forecast functionality. Based on a variety
of pain points regarding planning and budgeting being a major
frustration for business owners we received overwhelmingly positive
sentiments from user testing participants. Most compelling was our
data visualisation of incoming money (invoices being paid by their
clients) which would give them greater confidence and visibility over
their own finance in the near future.

Test participant verbatim statement

“It’s good to know these tools might be up
one day. This’ll really help my wife and I...”
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National Australia Bank

NAB Financial Crimes Operations Uplift

 Example service
blueprint for subservices within
onboarding.

Please note
Owing to the sensitive nature of this project I will only refer to it in
very general terms with high-level, non-specific commentary
Background
Customers of any major bank in Australia undergo stringent checks
of their identity as well as the origin of their wealth and funds. These
checks must often occur without presenting unpleasant friction during
the customer’s various interactions with the bank. As part of this
project I worked to reduce impact to customer onboarding process
resulting in improved onboarding systems. Furthermore, I undertook
extensive testing with bankers and analysts including interviewing
and observational research to understand the back-stage processes
that affect, indirectly, the bank’s customers.

 Example journey map with service
blueprint, staging elements. A hybrid
map likes this helped tie in systems and
experience factors.

This project meant that I had to work on customer facing solutions
in NAB app as well as Internet Banking. Initiatives such as deferring
onboarding information for the customer to respond to later.
Objective
One major goal was to minimise analyst workload with automation
and improved tools & processes. Using in-depth research and testing I
produced an improved dashboard style work-flow system for analysts
to react to onboarding scenarios, cutting down investigation time and
drastically uplifting their experience and efficiency. With five rounds of
testing each with five participants, using the System Usability Survey
as well as various self-generated qualitative surveys we measured
drastic improvements in the attitudes of analysts and usability of the
new analyst tools compared with their previous suite.

Summary results

With a confidence interval of 95% we
shifted the experience ‘SUS’ score range of
26.5-57.2 (poor) to a new high of 79.1-97.5
(excellent)
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Digital optimisation of Child Sponsorship 1/2

 Starting page layout, circa Aug. 2017

 Optimised current page layout

Background



Child sponsorship is the flagship supporter offering of World Vision
Australia (WVA) and is synonymous with and indelibly linked to the
brand. Over 200,000 Australians are active child sponsors and this
offering makes up 87% of WVA’s mass revenue.

Find a child to sponsor
Any country
Boy or girl

 Watch my greeting
Any age



The selector on the WVA website is crucially important in introducing
the concepts of sponsorship, community & child development and
supporter experience to potential new sponsors. The period of
consideration for new child sponsors is, on average, around 6 months.

Hello, my name is Sreytouch



I live in Cambodia and I am a 11-year-old girl.
I really like play cooking. My birthday is 11 September 2005.

Birthday
Any day
Any month

Sponsor Sreytouch
Any year

Welcome to Sreytouch’s community Phnom Prek Project,
Cambodia

Objective

This is a mountainous rural area of northwest Cambodia, about 130km from the provincial
capital. The climate is hot and humid and about 30,000 people live here. Most people are
farmers, but without modern tools and skills they struggle to grow enough to feed their
families. Poor sanitation and hygiene lead to the spread of illnesses like diarrhoea. Many
children don’t finish school because there aren’t enough facilities or trained teachers in the
area.

To optimise and improve the functionality of the ‘child selector’ page
in order to generate a positive and fulfilling experience for people
looking to make a connection with, and then eventually sponsor a
child through World Vision Australia.



8:45 am | 29°C
Scattered clouds



Distance to Australia
5236 km

When you sponsor me, you’ll help to give me a brighter future.
Over time you’ll be able see how you are helping to change my life.

| C A M B O D I A I N C O M PA R I S O N W I T H AU S T R A L I A

Sponsor Sreytouch

81.4%

of every dollar donated goes to field programs and
advocacy work that benefit children and their communities

Hypotheses, tests & outcomes

13.7% goes to fundraising

Tests were developed and vetted using a robust process of design
thinking sessions, prototyping and analytical observation. A 23%
increase in conversion rate was achieved – On the next page are
a selection of the many improvements and optimisations that I
facilitated.

4.9% goes to administration

Choose a child to sponsor
You can look forward to getting the ﬁrst letter from
your child within 6-12 weeks. It’s the start of an
uplifting relationship, and a more abundant life for you
both.



Change a child’s world



Your donation combines with gifts from all
other sponsors which beneﬁts
○

○

○

○

○

Be part of your sponsor
child’s life
Build a personal connection through eLetters, greeting
cards and letters
See progress through videos, photos and updates from
your sponsored child and community
A life-changing opportunity to visit your sponsored
child in their home country

Summary results

Aggregated and scaled tests achieved a
sustainable 23% conversion rate increase.

Frequently asked questions

What does Child Sponsorship do for the child?

What do I get when I decide to sponsor a child?

∠

∠

How do I make sponsorship payments?

How much of my money goes to the ﬁeld?

∠

∠

4
More FAQs

Read about other sponsor’s experiences

13 32 40

World Vision Child Sponsorship
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 Optimised current page layout

Digital optimisation of Child Sponsorship 2/2
Hypotheses, tests & outcomes
Tests were developed and vetted using a robust process of design
thinking sessions, prototyping and analytical observation. A 23%
increase in conversion rate was achieved – Here are a selection of the
many improvements and optimisations that I facilitated:
1. Reordered & optimised content with insights from analytics tools
such as Optimizely, Google Optimize and CrazyEgg – E.g. Enlarged
child’s photo (+4.5% conversion).
2. Invented and tested new and additional filters to help users find a
child to sponsor as well as a wish list, called ‘Remember me’ (+6.7%
conversion rate).
3. Information specifically about how sponsorship will help a child
we observed in recorded sessions to be important in the supporter’s
consideration phase.

2

4. Video content bolstered conversion rate, increased session time and
reduced bounce rate.

1
4

5. FAQs and information about how sponsorship works was moved
off-page (to new, individual pages) which have improved SEO and the
quality of site traffic to relevant pages.
The lift in conversion rates translated to a significant increase
in revenue, year-on-year. This equates to 64 additional child
sponsorships over the three week period (1- 21 December 2017),
based on conversion rate year-on-year with equivalent site sessions –
a significant improvement for the organisation.

3

The final scaled web page design has become the highest performing
sponsorship page amongst all World Vision global offices as we’re
now sharing our work with offices in the USA, UK and New Zealand to
help improve their equivalent pages.

2

Summary results
4

Highest performing sponsorship page
amongst World Vision offices globally
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General donations 1/2
Background
Donations of a general nature represent a significant portion of
revenue for the organisation. My team has done and is continuing to
do extensive work improving and optimising how the website offers
this to supporters.

 Optimised/current page layout

Objective
To optimise and improve the functionality of the ‘general donations’
page in order to generate an efficient donor experience. We also seek
to understand what information helps uncertain potential supporters
in making a decision to donate to World Vision Australia.
Hypotheses, tests & outcomes
One example hypothesis, which lead to a significant result was that –
We believe that splitting the donation widget into a series of steps and
not preselecting fields will:
Result in more consideration for a World Vision pledge.
Make it easier for users to use the donation widget.
We will know this to be true when we see an increase in the % of users
who select monthly when completing a general donation or an improved
conversion rate.
We’ve observed a sustainable conversion rate increase in this instance
of 18.7%, hence this new element design was implemented as the
new standard. Further, more users elected to pledge monthly rather
than once – An enormous improvement for the organisation.

 Alternate donation widget design
‘Splitting’ the widget in to steps
with no ‘preselected’ (orange) dollar
amount...
This variant saw a significant increase
in conversion and is being built-toscale as the new default interface.

Summary results

One single test outcome yielded an 18.7%
conversion rate increase.
6
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 Starting page layout, circa June. 2017

General donations 2/2

 Optimised/current page layout

Hypotheses, tests & outcomes
Again, all of the tests conducted were developed and vetted using a
robust process of design thinking sessions, prototyping and analytical
observation. For WVA general donations, our team focused on three
over-arching hypotheses as the basis for its tests:
Better demonstrating impact will improve conversion rate.
Better demonstrating need will improve conversion rate.

2

Making the widget easier to use will improve conversion rate.
1. We have introduced new, easily consumed content which clearly
demonstrates the impact of donations made to World Vision. This
achieved incredible uplift in new donations (+35% conversion
rate).

1

2. New content was added which highlights the need World Vision’s
work addresses. This contributed to a sustained increase in conversion
rate on the page.
3. Redesigned content we knew to work in addressing resistance to
skeptical visitors with regard to ‘where the funds go’ – Moving this
content saw no significant change to conversion/bounce rate etc...
For the months of May & June the conversion rate was 25.7% in 2018
compared to 12.33% during May and June 2017 – an improvement
of 108.8% to conversion rate year-on-year. Conservatively,
and accounting for similar traffic quality and volume, this uplift is
attributable to the conversion rate optimisations on the general
donations page.

3

Summary results

We achieved an incredible 108.8% uplift to
conversion rate year-on-year.
7
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40 Hour Famine 2017 & 2018
Background

3

40HF 2017

Friday 11th August

Where Child sponsorship is the flagship supporter offering of World
Vision Australia, The 40 Hour Famine is vitally important in reaching
a younger demographic and extolling the virtues of advocacy and
activism in young Australians. I am proud to have worked on the 2017
and 2018 campaigns which marked a shift in the history of ‘40HF’ (as
we fondly refer to it). As lead designer I handled all of the customer
facing digital designs, in particular the functionality of the 40HF
countdown web-app and the website.

Challenge 1 - Friday 8.00 PM

Webpage shortly after first challenge...

Challenge 2 - Friday 10.00 PM

These designs demonstrate how the page will appear
shortly after the beginning of the challenge once the
first individual challenge is active.
Clicking the white active box challenge (Anywhere
within the white box area) will open the modal window
containing the challenge copy.

4G

1
Each individual challenge will have social media
sharing
icons which link to pre-written challenge specific
Facebook and Twitter windows. The Instagam icon
simple launch the camera app (yet to be determined)
See previous page (1 b.) for examples.

39: 53: 04
40HF weekend time remaining

Backpack
packlist
Prepare for
the weekend

https://wva.me/40hfbpc/

OBJECTIVE



Backpack Challenge

Each individual challenge will have a space beneath
the challenge copy and the sharing icons in which we
can include copy. This might be a tip, fact or general
information intended to further educate the user
about the 40 Hour Famine cause.

8:06

9:07

4G

https://wva.me/40hfbpc/



2

4G

8:06

https://wva.me/40hfbpc/



•

Challenge 1
8.00 PM
Find a safe
space

•

•

Challenge 2
10.00 PM
Friday
...

•

Challenge 2
Radio silence
You’re still in a conﬂict zone and
reception will be cut any minute.
Quickly, share your location with your
friends and family before it disappears.
You could check in on Facebook, or
post a photo at your location.
#40HFchallenge2
Share your journey

1

Share your journey
Did you know?

2



Before the ﬁghting broke out in
2011, Syria was a vibrant country.
Over 22 million people lived here.
Many led lives similar to people in
other developing countries – with
music, fashion and sport among the
most popular pastimes.

Did you know?

Share your journey

To treat the aging concept of giving up food for 40 hours with new,
fresh, respectful, engaging and current aspect to arrest the decline of
the iconic annual event.

Challenge 1
Find a safe space
As it gets dark, you ﬁnd a tree to sleep
under for the night. Lucky for you, there
are a couple of blankets and the
remnants of a tarp up ahead. Using
those, and whatever is in your
backpack, build a makeshift hut to
house yourself for the night. Get
creative. Show us how resourceful you
can be! Remember: No mattresses, no
furniture. #40HFchallenge1

Share your journey

Many displaced families must trek
across deserts, oceans or conﬂict
zones with whatever possesions that
they can ﬁt in their backpacks.

Backpack Challenge

Outcomes

3 9 :5 3 :0 4

Our team identified that refugees and displacement were global
issues that resonated strongly with youth in Australia. Based on this,
we developed a mobile-application experience which, centered on a
countdown timer, fed challenges which sought to simulate the journey
of a refugee fleeing their home.

40HF weekend time remaining

2 a.

What we achieved was huge engagement in the registered audience
(32% increase in sign-ups for website visitors), enormous amounts
of user generated content (8 times as many social media posts
as previous years) and we received universally positive feedback
from participating young people and their school teachers and youth
leaders (Net promoter score of +94). Most importantly, active
participants were so enthusiastic we observed a 24% increase in
average funds raised per participant.

40HF 2017

Bookmark/+Favourites
Android ‘add to home’ prompt

Backpack
packlist
Prepare for
the weekend



•

Challenge 1
8.00 PM
Find a safe
space

•

•

Challenge 2
10.00 PM
Friday
...

•

Share your journey



4G

NPS + 94, 24% avg. Increase in funds raised
per person and 32% increase in website
visits to sign-ups...
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9:07 AM

4:26

https://wva.me/40hfbpc/

1 If users choose to add the page to their device’s
home screen, they will experience the delivery of
challenges as they would when using a mobile phone
app. A single tap will launch the website hub. This
drastically streamlines the partipication. Compartively,
if the participant is soley using social media, they need
to launch the app (facebook for example), visit the 40
Hour Famine account page and then scroll down
several screen lengths to find the relevant post.

Add to home screen
Add our Backpack Challenge
web app hub to your device’s

Backpack
Challenge
homescreen
/ book marks
1 of 2

40: 00: 00

Backpack Challenge

Next 

4 0 :0 0 :0 0

40HF weekend time remaining

Backpack
packlist
Prepare for
the weekend



•

Challenge 1
10.00 PM
Friday,
11 August

•

•

100%

wva.me/40hfbpc

40HF weekend time remaining

Challenge 2
10.00 PM
Friday,
11 August

•

Share your journey

Summary results

iPhone ‘add to home’ prompt

As an option we might like to prompt visitors to add
this to their device’s home screen.



home screen
BackpackAdd to
Challenge
1
Challenge 2
Add our Backpack
packlist
10.00 PMChallenge
10.00 PM
web
to your device’s
Prepare
forapp hub
Friday,
Friday,
homescreen
/ book marks
the weekend
11 August
11 August


1 of 2
•

•

•

Next 
•


Share your journey

I’m doing the #40HourFamine Backpack Challenge this
weekend. You can sponsor me here
https://40hourfamine2017.everydayhero.com/au/leighbarnett

40 Hour Famine

40 Hour Famine
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40 Hour Famine 2018
Background
To build upon and continue the success of last year’s 40HF campaign
we’ve reused the challenge delivery web-app and website. With a reskin to match new creative from the marketing team’s external media
agency I’ve been able to reuse the website and web-app with a few
minor aesthetic changes.

4G

https://wva.me/40hfbpc/

Summary results

40 Hour Famine reran in 2018 and 2019 using
the same, proven, engaging platform.
9
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Website redesign, UI design and style guide
Digital Style Guide V1.0

Background

Section title

Web typography

Type size

The typeface of choice for the World Visions Australia
website is Lato. From Google Fonts: Lato is a sans serif
typeface family started in the summer of 2010 by
Warsaw-based designer Łukasz Dziedzic (“Lato”
means “Summer” in Polish). In December 2010 the
Lato family was published under the Open Font
License by his foundry tyPoland, with support from
Google.

Typeface – Roboto
The secondary typeface of choice for the World
Visions Australia website is Roboto. It is ideal for use
where small type is required at his has been design
and optimised for user interface applications – From
Google Fonts: Roboto has a dual nature. It has a
mechanical skeleton and the forms are largely
geometric. At the same time, the font features friendly
and open curves. While some grotesks distort their
letterforms to force a rigid rhythm, Roboto doesn’t
compromise, allowing letters to be settled into their
natural width. This makes for a more natural reading
rhythm more commonly found in humanist and serif
types.

Objective
To implement a new, clean and simple user interface design, introduce
new standard templates for news, campaign and product pages as
well as a new home page design

 Important reminder: It is proposed that
Roboto be used only in the secondary navigation
where space is limited and a small, legibile font size is
required

Outcomes

Lato

Roboto

The spectacle before us was indeed sublime.

The spectacle before us was indeed sublime.

Apparently we had reached a great height in the atmosphere, for the
sky was a dead black, and the stars had ceased to twinkle. By the
same illusion which lifts the horizon of the sea to the level of the
spectator on a hillside, the sable cloud beneath was dished out, and
the car seemed to ﬂoat in the middle of an immense dark sphere,
whose upper half was strewn with silver.

Apparently we had reached a great height in the atmosphere, for the
sky was a dead black, and the stars had ceased to twinkle. By the
same illusion which lifts the horizon of the sea to the level of the
spectator on a hillside, the sable cloud beneath was dished out, and
the car seemed to float in the middle of an immense dark sphere,
whose upper half was strewn with silver.

Body copy used for paragraphs should always be left
aligned, regular weight and set to 16pt size. Heading
size are outlined in the table below.

Line-height
Body copy line-height is to be set at 1.45 times the
font size. Heading line-height is to be set at 1.2 times
the font size.

Space before and after

H3 Lorem ipsum

H3 Lorem ipsum

H2 Lorem ipsum

H2 Lorem ipsum

H1 Lorem ipsum

Each paragraph block has a bottom margin equivalent
to half the computed line-height and a top margin
equivalent to 0.75 times the computed line-height

H1 Lorem ipsum

00

World Vision Australia

I developed designs for pages and a formal digital style guide which
has been received well by digital designers under the marketing
department – These designs and style guide document will streamline
and simplify page creation for copy writers and content creators
resulting in robust and consistent website.

Digital Style Guide V1.0

Section title

Device usage

23.2pt Body text – Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit,
sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna
aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud
exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea
commodo consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in
vulputate velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat
nulla facilisis at vero eros et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui
blandit praesent luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait
nulla facilisi.
11.6pt
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cons ectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam
erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci
tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo
consequat.
19.8pt
26.4pt

Font
size

Lineheight

Space
before

Space
after

h1

64

76.8

57.6

38.4

Hello world!

h2

45

54

40.5

27

h3

32

38.4

28.8

19.2

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cons ectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna.

h4

22

26.4

19.8

13.2

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis
nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat.

h5

16

19.2

14.4

9.6

Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum
dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros et accumsan

h6

11

1.32

9.9

6.6

p

16

23.2

0

11.6

Small

13

18.85

0

9.425

Tiny

11

15.95

0

7.975

Top 10 devices sizes (pixel resolution)

It’s vitally important that our website looks and
functions perfectly across all devices types.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

While it’s clear that the majority of website visit
sessions (percentages in bold below) occur on
desktop computers we must ensure that our site is
forward looking and future proof, hence we must
ensure that our designs are flexible, accessible and
clear with our users in mind, and across all devices.

Desktop
Desktop
Desktop
Mobile
Tablet

1440x900
1366x768
1920x1080
375x667
768x1024

221,717
208,514
144,297
125,118
144,575

14.74%
13.86%
9.59%
8.32%
9.61%

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Mobile
Mobile
Desktop
Mobile
Desktop

360x640
320x568
1280x800
414x736
1536x864

88,956
59,767
60,501
48,109
41,755

38.4pt

H1 – Quis
nostrud exerci

Digital Style Guide V1.0

Body copy line-height is to be set at 1.45 times the
font size. Heading line-height is to be set at 1.2 times
the font size.

Spacing
Where buttons are used following a heading or
paragraph they should be spaced using the bottom
margin of the neighbouring text element.

676,527

63.67%

2. Mobile

282,603

26.60%

3. Tablet

103,418

9.73%

Section title

Primary

Success

Default

Secondary

Link

Active

Button

Button

Button

Button

Button

Hover

Button

Button

Button

Button

Button

Active

Button

Button

Button

Button

Button

Focus

Button

Button

Button

Button

Button

Disabled

Button

Button

Button

Button

Button

63.7%

26.6%

9.7%

Paragraph title

Paragraph title

Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse
molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at vero
eros et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent
luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi.

Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse
molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at vero
eros et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent
luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi.
11.6pt

Learn more

00

World Vision Australia

Digital Style Guide V1.0

Section title

Colour

Button

00

World Vision Australia

Digital Style Guide V1.0

Section title

Accessibility
Users come first

Palettes
The preference should always be to use our primary
colours of orange, black and white. Our secondary
colours should only be used to enhance
communications and be used sparingly.

Primary colour palette

Accessibility refers to, in this case, the design of the
WVA website and web services for people who
experience disabilities. The concept of accessible
design and practice of accessible development ensures
both "direct access" (i.e. unassisted) and "indirect
access" meaning compatibility with a person's assistive
technology (for example, computer screen readers).

 Navigation

 Call to action

The thumbnail on the right-hand side demonstrations
the volume of brand colour usage we should strive for
when building a new page. Overuse of the brand
colour palette may confuse or detract from hierarchy
resulting in a negative user experience.

#FF6600

#000000

#FFFFFF

WV Orange

WV Black

WV White

Through consistent use of colour we will associate our
brand colour with action and purpose.

As an organisation we strive for a AA standard
of web accessibility.

#F4F4F4

#2D645A

WV Grey

WV Khaki

#A5D7E6

#A4DAD2

WV Sky Blue

Our adherence to this standard precludes certain
combinations of colours, typographic styles and sizes
and image treatments from being used on our
website.

 ‘Brand block’
See section on widgets

Secondary colour palette

For CMYK colour values please consult the WVA
brand field guide.

#C34123

In order to meet the AA standard a contrast ratio of
at least 4.5:1 for normal text and 3:1 for large text is
required. Large text is defined as 14 point (typically
18.66px) and bold or larger, or 18 point (typically
24px) or larger.

#242425

WV Light Green WV Burnt Orange

WV Deep Grey

#F7D123

#8C378B

#F4ABC6

#155A82

#329D8E

WV Yellow

WV Purple

WV Pink

WV Deep Blue

WV Teal

 ‘Brand block’ and
donation widget
See section on widgets

In deference to our brand’s colour palettes we allow
white text on WV Orange and white text on WV
Teal for some purposes, such as buttons, links, etc... In
this case the font-size must be 16px or great with the
font-weight set to 900 (Black).

 Footer

Sources:
https://www.w3.org/WAI/
https://webaim.org/resources/contrastchecker/
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57.6pt

00

Links

In the last 12 months (May ‘17 – May ’18) sessions to
the WVA website broke down as follows:

World Vision Australia

27pt

H2 – Ut wisi enim ad
minim veniam

World Vision Australia

Body copy used for paragraphs should always be left
aligned, regular weight and set to 16pt size. Heading
size are outlined in the table below.

5.91%
3.97%
4.02%
3.20%
2.78%

Device usage

Installing a robust UI framework means
the website will appear more consistent,
and will reduce the time spent on new page
creation

54pt

H3 – Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetuer adipiscing elit

Buttons

This page outlines the top 10 most commons screen
resolutions used by visitors to our website.

Summary results

38.4pt

19.2pt
40.5pt

76.8pt

H4 Title

HTML
Ref.

13.6pt

28.8pt

Button types

Design standards

1. Desktop

Section title

Web typography

Typeface – Lato

Wishing to address some inconsistencies in the website and
modernise the site design, the Chief of Marketing of World Vision
Australia tasked me and my team with taking ownership of the
website’s new look.

Digital Style Guide V1.0
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World Vision Australia

WV Dark Blue

WV Orange

WV Burnt Orange

Paragraph text <p> 16px



Paragraph text <p> 16px



Paragraph text <p> 16px



Large text, 22px, black



Large text, 22px, black



Large text, 22px, black



Paragraph text <p> 16px



Paragraph text <p> 16px



Paragraph text <p> 16px



Large text, 22px, black



Large text, 22px, black



Large text, 22px, black



 2.94 : 1

 7.15 : 1

 7.46 : 1

 2.82 : 1

WV Blue

WV Purple

Paragraph text <p> 16px



Large text, 22px, black



Paragraph text <p> 16px



Large text, 22px, black



 6.92 : 1

 3.03 : 1

WV Pink

 5.12 : 1

 4.10 : 1

WV Yellow

Paragraph text <p> 16px



Large text, 22px, black



Paragraph text <p> 16px



Large text, 22px, black



 1.56 : 1

 13.46 : 1

Paragraph text <p> 16px



Large text, 22px, black



Paragraph text <p> 16px



Large text, 22px, black



 1.49 : 1

 14.10 : 1

WV Khaki

WV Teal

Paragraph text, <p> 16px



Paragraph text, <p> 16px



Paragraph text, <p> 16px



Large text, 22px, black



Large text, 22px, black



Large text, 22px, black



Paragraph text, <p> 16px



Paragraph text, <p> 16px



Paragraph text, <p> 16px



Large text, 22px, black



Large text, 22px, black



Large text, 22px, black



 3.31 : 1

 6.35 : 1

 3.31 : 1

 6.35 : 1

 6.81 : 1

 3.08 : 1

 Indicates the colour contrast ratio
 Indicates that this combination meets AA Standard
 Indicates that this combination does NOT meet AA Standard
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WVA Site Navigation

Portfolio 2021
 Old website navigation

Improved site navigation 1/2
Background
Visitors to the website tended to have difficulty using the site’s
navigation and tended to rely on search with mixed results. The
navigation was a product of ongoing interdepartmental disagreement
around hierarchy with terminology and link labels that weren’t
obvious or meaningful to visitors.

 Open

Objective
To improve the navigability of the website menu(s), address and
rationalise the importance of information to visitors.
Outcomes
After some productive sessions to plan this major piece of work I
quickly put together a selection of prototypes based on a variety of
hypotheses (built using bootstrap 4, custom CSS styles and some
JQuery & Javascript). After many rounds of robust user testing and
several iterations of the prototypes we arrived at a very clean and
clear final design we’re currently building to become the new standard
navigation.

 New, optimised website navigation

Internal stakeholders are very excited about this improvement having
been kept up to date with the project process. All of our user testing
has lead us to a simple elegant solution which covers the breadth of
what WVA does, what’s important and how supporters can help.

 Open

Test Participant comments
“Everything’s there, That’s how I like a menu to be” - Jane
“As soon as that pops up, it’s like WOOMP! It’s awesome.” - Angela

Summary results

User testing and prototype iterating has
lead to a compelling improvement in user
experience for our site visitors
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WVA Site Navigation

Portfolio 2021
 New, optimised website navigation

Improved site navigation 2/2

1

Outcomes
The new navigation has received overwhelmingly positive feedback.
Furthermore, we’ve observed stark improvements in speed (finding
links when posed hypothetical scenarios), improved recall in users
(remembering having seen other relevant links), users understanding
in greater detail about the purpose of the website, what we do and
what they can do as a visitor or supporter.

4

 Open

3
2

1. Aggregating and curating all links under a single menu reduces
the number of decisions and actions a user must make to find what
they’re after. We’ve observed that this reduces cognitive bottleneck
which may erode user’s confidence in the navigation or force them to
search or even force them off the site.
2. By using submenus with open/visible content we’ve achieved clear,
meaningful hierarchy, clearly splitting all of our site content in to
either action and information.
3. Submenus to specific areas have increased conversion to key
supporter offerings. In the example (pictured right), adding a small
submenu of options which link to the three most commonly visited
pages about child sponsorship, we expected that this would divide the
natural traffic. Instead, this actually drove more traffic to each page
and those who visited the child sponsorship page were more likely to
convert (i.e., sponsor a child).

4G

8:06

https://wva.me/40hfbpc/

4. ‘Log in’ tested better than ‘My Account’ for our users looking to
access their ‘My World Vision’ account.

 New, optimised mobile navigation

Furthermore, the way we have designed and built this navigation
allows us quickly test different layouts, lists, wording affording us
many testing opportunities.

Summary results

WVA now has an optimised and improved
navigation upon which they can now build
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